The Enneagram is a model of the human psyche which is principally understood and taught as a typology of nine interconnected personality types. Even though each of us
has all 9 types, one type is more basic to our motivation, thinking and behavior. It is eye opening to discover our core type and subtypes and how to best communicate with people
who possess each of the others. Although its origins and history are convoluted, the Enneagram has been widely used in both business management and spiritual contexts through
seminars, conferences, books, magazines, and DVDs. It is a recognized resource for leaders. In this series of Day Apart Retreats, we will first explore the basics of the Enneagram
and then delve deeper into the relational and spiritual aspects that each of the 9 types offer. Participants may register for one or more of the events. The first retreat is not a
prerequisite for the other two as the 9 types will be overviewed each time. If you want to understand people and their motivations, the Enneagram is a wonderful tool to better
understand why people do what they do. Individual Retreats cost $68 per person, Two Retreats: $130 per person ( SAVE $6) Register for all three: $170 (SAVE $34)
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And Personality Types

& subtypes–
an advanced workshop

March 5, 2019, 9:30am‐3:30pm

April 9, 2019, 9:30am‐3:30pm

May 7, 2019, 9:30am‐3:30pm

The Enneagram is an accurate portrayal of nine ways

People often know the nine types but don't delve
deeply into the many subtypes within each type and
among the types. Beyond wings, stress and secure
types and maturity levels covered in the Basic
Enneagram, we'll look at instinctual subtypes that
relate to your personal survival issues, your sequence
of types, tritypes, parental and sibling influence,
cultural influence and relationship dynamics among
the types. Don't miss this important workshop which
covers type sub‐categories just as important as the 9
basic Enneagram types.

The Enneagram is essential to know at work where
things can be fast and furious with high expectations of
productivity. It's essential to understand the
personalities you are working with and how to
understand different expectations, different ways of
operation and find ways to bring out peoples' strengths
and limit defensiveness. Learn the strengths and
limitations of the nine working styles, the best work
environments for each type and ways to bring out the
best in people and handle the conflicts, inner and outer,
that naturally arise. Personal stories will be encouraged
and practical ways to resolve them will be presented.

of perceiving life. Each personality style has amazing
strengths and also limitations. Discover your core
type, and learn in‐depth each type's characteristics.
Herb entertains by wearing hats for each of the 9
types and presents the types with insight, humor and
compassion. Herb will focus on personal growth for
each type. Practical tips on how to use the
Enneagram in daily life will be emphasized.
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